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Core-CT was configured and data was converted to accommodate the existing State Statute of 1-

217 – Nondisclosure of residential addresses of certain individuals.  If a unique job class or 

category of employees was identified in the state statute, then the data protection flag was 

checked in the job code setup table for the entire class or classes at the time of conversion.  Also 

at that time, if an entire agency was identified as having data protection, then the Waive Data 

Protection checkbox was left unchecked in their employees’ records (Modify a Person, 

Biographical Details tab). 

 

When running EPM queries using the following tables:  CT_EMPLOYEE_VW, 

CT_ADDRESSES, CT_DEP_BEN_VW, CT_HLTH_LIFE_VW, CT_HLTH_SFTY_VW, and 

CT_PAYCHECK_VW the addresses of those employees that either are data protected in the job 

code table or do not have a check in the Waive Data Protection checkbox will not appear on the 

query. 

 

In order to produce a listing of employee addresses in EPM, you must query off of the 

CT_EMPLOYEE_TBL table. 

 

How to Determine Whether the Home Address Will Appear: 

 

1. When reviewing an employee’s setup, verify the following by navigating to  

Main Menu> Core-CT HRMS>Workforce Administration>Personal Information>Modify a 

Person 

 

1. Search for the Employee ID in the Empl ID field 

2. Navigate to the Biographical Details tab 

a. If the Waive Data Protection checkbox is unchecked this means an employee’s 

address will be protected on the EPM table CT_Employee_VW. 

b. If the Waive Data Protection checkbox is checked this means an employee’s 

address will appear on the EPM table CT_Employee_VW unless the entire job 

code is protected. 

 

2. Verify the Job Code data protection flag by navigating to  

Main Menu> Core-CT HRMS> Set-up HCM> Foundation Tables> Job Attributes> Job Code 

Table 

 

 If the Job Code data protected flag is checked, all employees in the class will be data 

protected even if some individual employees’ records waive data protection. 

 

 If the Job Code data protected flag is unchecked, the address will appear on the EPM 

CT_Employee_VW unless the employee waive data protection checkbox is unchecked. 

In that case the agency is making an individual decision to protect that employee’s 

address. 

 


